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STUDENTS BLAST PLAYBOY

-Ne.o•· (RJ•a11) Pilol111

Xavier Piekets B11g 'B11nn·ies'

First-Niglater .fteeeives o•jeetions
i:........----~~x.enteen.

__ Protes.t -~Moral Overthrow~ As
l(eyclub Operators Stage Y011th Benefit
*BULLETIN

*

Student Council, Wednesday, voted nine to four against officially sanctioning the actions of any _vol•
anteer group or Xavier students making a public display of protest towards the newly 011ened PlayboF
Club of Cincinnati.
By BOB RYAN
News Execu tlve Editor

Seventeen ncnt.ty dressed Xavier st.udenls silently marched in front of 3fi East Se,·ent.h St. for
more t.han hrn hours last Friday night. protesting the opening of Cincinnati's ronlroven•ial Piny•
boy Club. The picketers wa YC<l signs di reeling pointed questions to t.he bistro's cl ite first night
patrons.
The lender of the group,'Thonrns Conway, n sophomore from Cle,·elnnd, stnlc<l that. the de·~·
onstrators objected Lo the presence of the ke)' eluh because of it.s connceLion wilh Playboy
l\fognzine, which he described ns "pornogrnphic trnsh."

-N~ws

(Wvtt ..r) f'll<>lo

Nazi symbol adorns North Hall;
arrow points to De-c1n of Men's office • • •

Suspects Absent _Following
Mysterious Swastil{a Attaclc
Campus investigators this week
are continuing their probe int<>
the sudden appearence of some
15 swastikas on university build•
lngs.
The hooked crosses, trademark
of the Nazi German Thil·d Reich,

were first detected on two watch·
towers and three campua build·
tngs s·hortly after dawn Monday.
Ray Hooven, nightwatchman at
Xavier stated that the swastikas
-apparently sprayed in :metallic
•old paint-were applied to the
structures sometime. b e t W e e D .
Ave and· seven a.m. Sunday.

Halis, on the windows of the
foyer at Alter Hall, and· on both
shacks occupied in the daylight
by the . parking attendants,
Hooven said. They were all removed by maintenance crews before dusk Monday,
Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman,
S.J., dean of men, stated that he
knew of no cause for the vandalism, adding that no suspects
had been questioned.

Only one incident of similar
vandalism on campus has been
recorded. A red awastlka waa
smeared on a parking attendants
"I mad~
~unda at 4:30 an~ . aback on Herald Avenue durinl
•tdn't
any aign of those . the rnornln1 of January S, 1964.
•ings then,"- Hooven said, "It omciala at. that time believed
must have been some of those
that the incident had some con•
8111art · alecli:s who hide in the necUon · with the refusal of the
llaushea all night.''
administration to ofter university
The erosses were painted on speaking facilities to Mlssissppi
.... walls at Nor&b and Soutb Governor Rosa Barnett.

see

my

AS THE TOP-HATTED, tux- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MEANWHILE, e i g h t floors
edoed clientele - so m e accom- to be, is nothing more than filth
panied by their w i v es - ap- -a filth whose stench is repul- above, four hundred guests par.
proached the club beneath the sive and whose advocates are took of ambrosia and Playboy entertainment. The first night pa•
shadows of sky-wiping search- corrupters. .
lights, freshman Dick Volkman
Most of the first-nighters ig·- trons paid $25 a-piece for admisstationed himself at the corner nored the pickr.ts and hurried sion to the club. All prnceeds
of Seventh and Walnut Sts. dis- lnlo the E x e cu t iv e building, went to Foundation for Boys, Inc.,
tributing a mimeographed sheet where a dapper doorman escort- a local organization chartered tCJ
explaining the studenls' position. ed them to a plush-lined elevator aid underprivileged teen-agers.
The leaflet, titled "Who Will which whisked them to the elabUsing an array of blackligbted
The Patrons Be?" read: "In orate Bunny hutch eight floors color enlargements or "Playmates
Picketing the Playboy Club, we above. But one fur-·clad matron of the l\'lonth" as a backdrop,
as university students, wish lo read the statement, informed her Arnold l\lorton, vice president of
point out that the entire Playboy husband that she would have no Playboy Clubs International, pre•
philosophy not only opposes tne part of the club, grabbed him by sented a c h e c k for $10,000 to
basic Judea-Christian principles the arm and marched back to Charles l\fcCurdy, president of
of our society but c.penly advo- their car.
the foundation. Mccurdy in turn
cates their overthrow. We decry
presented l\lorton with a plaque
The letter was signed "A grnup
Hugh Hefner's 'new morality.' It
cltin~ Playboy's interest in youth.
of university students." Conway,
is nothing but plain old immot··
A Bunny was then summoned &e
a pt·e-law student majoring in
ality.
kiss MeCurdy.
in history, said that he formu"It has been stated that the
Morton told reporters that "the
lated his opposition to the club
presence of a Playboy Club will
while attending the Sodality's presence of the pickets was em•
bring more business to Cincin"Manresa" program a week be- barrassing to· some of our guests,
nati. What kind of business?
We are not immoral," he said.
fore,
Have we reached such a ridicu•
"The 1 ea d er (Conway) has
He emphasized that the dem•
loµs impasse that the developnever been inside a Playboy
ment of downtown Cincinnati onstrators w e re n o t officiaily Club," Morton continued. "He
depends on overga·own "boys" connected with any Xavier or• reflects an uninformed attitude of
ganization but admitted t h a t
ogUng "bunnies?"
emotional blindness. He is doinC
..Mr. Hugh Hefner ls the pub· their activities had the full en· what he has been told to do b~
Usher of Playboy magazine (see dorsement and hearty support of
adults."
News, Feb, 28, 1964), famous Rev, Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.,
Meanwhile, Conway and hi•
for its daring pictures. A Play• dean of men, and Charles Keat•
boy · Club in Cincinnati· cannot Ing, national director of Citizens band of volunteers vowed to con•
but help promote the Pleyboy for Decent Literature, Inc., a tinue their efforts to boycott the
magazine. Pornography, no mat• longtime Playboy foe. Keating night spot. And the playboys
ter how sophisticated it claims spoke at the Manresa program. played on.
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Pase Twe

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
e InC1'eased emphasis on the
responsibility of the individual
atudenC through the wise· admin:.
tstration of the principle of sub-

"Veritas Vos Liberabil"
EDITOR·Dl·Cllll<:F ...••••••••••••.•••..••••••••••••• Rul1crt J. Onrdiner, '115
}::o;CU'l"I \'E l•:DJ'l"OJL ...........•.•.•..••••••••••• Robert A. Rynn, Jr., '65
J\SHIHT.\X'l' 'l'O 'l'lll·~ l~Xl-~CU'l'l\"N ]~lll'rou.•.••••..•.•.... 1>0111111 t:nh·in, 'U9
1'L\N.\GING EDITOR ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Dnvi1I W. Conk, '65
DUSl:-IESS MANAGER. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••. John Jdfre. '35
J\ ~SOCl.\'l"M Jo: n ITOHS ....•.•••••••••••. Cnrole Zet'11nusen; Hnhert O'llri(ln, '64
!"POHTS J.:DITOR ....•••••••••••••••••.....•...•....•... 'ferry Wnll~ir.c. '66
COLU~I NIST ........•.......•••.•....... ·.........•••• Dick Grnp•nhnll', '66
]tt-:POH'fERS .•••.••• ,,lohn :o;l•iantnrelli, 'fi,J: Uill KPC'k, 'OG: Oill Krnmt•r, :on;
J~nrn· 8ehlemnnn, '1iti: .lcrry 8tt>nger, '00; Uoh A Ihe rt, 67;
.Jim :\lrrding, '67: ,\lil.:t~ Amorini, '67: .Tim Hnrrt•tt, 'fi7;
llnvicl Bircl, '67: .ln1·k l-~~sl'lmnn, '67: D'nn 011r1lnrr, 'UH;
Tom Orn\·1•llr. '07: J·'1·n11k ,Juncurn. 'ti7; 'J'on~· Lnnt•. 'H7;
Vrunk Shl"ppnr11. 'fi7; 'J'ony \\~C"st, '67; Lorett~ ~re1zgt•r, '65;
Lnrry '\"illenhori:, 'Hf'; Tom w·oods, '68,
llUR EA US •••••••••••••.••.•..••..•..• , • , ••. Pnris: Ponnld J,ennnrd
JIPrlin: Allen )Joh1111
Chil'l1i;:o: A1ex P. Mn<'Orf'gnr. Jr.
·•
\\.,.n~hin~ton: A Inn C. Vonderhn. r
f;PORTS WRTTP.RS ....•..•..•..••.•..•.•••. rut Dunne. 'GG: Pele Muceu•, 67
Cl! 11-:1'' J>llOTOf:J(,\ Pin:11 ..••.•.••..•••••••••••••..•...•.•••Jerry Wolter, '67
Cll!CU!u\TIO~ DII!l':CTOR ••••.•••••••••••••••••..•••••••••. Du,·e J,onir, '65
}'ACUL'l'Y A DYTSOR .....•.••......•.••••••••... Rev. Thomns G. Snvnr;e, S.J.
Pnhli~hecl weekly durin~ tht! i;:chool ~·r11r tixeept •luring \"~cnt.ion JH!riod~ bJ'
Xavier Univcr!-ity. llnmilton Count~-. Evnnf'iton. Cincinnnti 7. Ohio. $2.00 11er year.
Jo~nte-red ns ser.01ul chu;s mn11rr OctoUcr 4, l!M6 at the J>ost Office at Cincinnati.
()hio under the Act of March 3, 187!1.

~diaritu.

e Improvement of library research facilities.
e Reduction of sundry costs
to students through the equitable
administration of student services.

0

e More emphasis on scholar.ship by the addition of meaning
to the Dean's List, heretofor.e
somewhat empty honor.

e Increased participation fn
ex t r a - curricular p r o g r a m s
through the arousal of interest
by student leaders.
e Elmination of duplications,
tvasted motion, discoordination,
and aeneral confusion in registration through general reform
of the system.
e Expansion of campus paTking f acilitie•.
Continuation of the faculty
evaluation program through. vol- ·
tmtary participation.

t'!\

Bob Ryan

Below The Masthead .'if:Ji
By SAM FARBER
(Ollie James is ill.)

"WE WANT A NEWSPAPER" was the cry recently of students
at Seton Hall University, South Orange, New Jersey, after the
school's newspaper, the Setonian, was suspended by Bishop John J.
Dougherty, president of the university. The ban followed what President Dougherty called "an unwholesome spirit of cynicism which
eharacterized too many of the articles."
Within a few hours after the announcement of the suspension,
firemen had to be called in to quench the crowd of studerits that had
gathered outside the paper's office in protest of the administration'•
Move.
Officials report that the crowd was quickly dispersed, but that
ene fireman was inju1·ed when a snowball packed around a rock
atJ"Uck him.

•

•

•

BERUMDA TIME IS HERE, feel the male students of the Uni'7ersity of Georgia. At least they feel that fhe co-eds should be
wearing the sawed-off slacks. The southern school's administration,
however, has different ideas on the subject.
Seems that dress regulations for co-eds do not permit the wearing of bermuda shorts on campus at any time, whether in class or not.
In a recent editorial, The Red and Black, the school paper, stated
.,that University co-eds are well educated in the school of proper
dress. Therefore, we feel woman students should be allowed to wear
elacks and bermudas to appropriate places outside their dorms without having to look stupid by wearing a raincoat in 80-degree weather
when it is not raining. More important, bermudas do not look nearly
eo bad on women as some of the skirts co-eds wear; in fact, ber•
anudas cover as much of the legs as do some of the skirts."

•

•

•

ANY GIRL WOULD LIKE A 1530 to 1 male-female ratio now
1Wouldn't she? Well, that's just what one miss attending the College
of Arts and Sciences at Georgetown University has. "Our Miss
Brooks,'' as she is affectionately known, is a graduate student at
Catholic University, mayoring in Library Science. It took quite a bit
of talking, but she finally got herself into an astronomy course at
Georgetown as a special student.
Rev. Francis Heyden, S.J., chairman of the astronomy department, stated that he did not feel that the young lady would "disturb
the monastic conditions" which prevail in the college.

•

•

•

ONLY IN A NEWSPAPER are one's mistake held up to ridicule
by so many people; college papers are no exception. The following
is taken from the April 23, 1964, edition of the Ohio State Lantern,
()hio State University.
CORRECTION
The Lantern is well read and we
know our mistakes.
The latest was in yesterday's
issue.
Instead of saying euthanasia, we
said "Youth in Asia."
The Lantern regerts this error.
"Nuff said •••"

• • •
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY seems to be having a little trouble
•ecping its records straight these days. In fact, they've got students
there that don't even exist.
Over the weekend of April 18th and 19th a mythical 'high school
11enior was admitted to Princeton University through the efforts· of
two Michigan State students. The clever boys simply wrote a letter
to the dean of admission giving all the particulars of the student,
tncluding the name of a fictitious high school, address, grade sheet,
etc.
·
And they keep telling us how hard it is to get into college.
•1111111:1111:111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n111111m1111111111111111111111111111111111m111111111111111111111111111111111111111111n1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111m11

~!

":I'o sin bu silence when tliey sliould protest makes cowarda
men."-A Lincoln.

c

e

Editorials
Charity Begins With Homework
Another new year begins. Another freshman
class arrives. Another seni<>r class assumes the
positions of leadership on campus. And an<>ther
new Student Council settles down to the sel'ious business .of coordinating, promot.ing, and
perhaps instituting the year's student activities.
It is therefore a time for the members of the
1964-65 Student C<>uncil to take a J?;ood look
at their predecessors, then at thcmselv.es, and
then at the idea of re-evaluation.
'For re-evaluation, as a study of last year's
Council will show, is very much needed, It is
not that t.hcre is anything wrong with working on behalf of "the Christian position on
human rights." (J,et us, for a moment, pretend
to assume that there is such a definite, limit,ed
thing as the Christion position on human rights,
and thnt. Council was indeed acting from that
position.) Nor is· there anything wrong with
spons01;ing an exchange program with a mostly-Negro college, or in sending an outi;;tanding
stu<lent to an international student c<>nfcrence
<>n international affairs, or in holding a leadership conference two of whose four speeches

are inspiring and whose discussion grm1ps produce such decisions as "the problem is one of
communications," or "what we need is a sense
of community."
These are all J!(ood things in themseln~!', to
a greater ·or less degree, as were most of Coun-

~il President Rudolph Hasl's progmms, projects, and pr<>posals. But these things are not
Council's primary functions.

This year's Council must come to realize, .ns
last year's Hasl-dominated Council app:.l renf,Jy
did not, that it has neither the t.ime nor the
resources to make the world its own personal
slum project-however laudable an attempt to
do so might otherwise be. Council must realize
that it has many duties far, more pressing right
here on campus-duties more than i;iu!ficient to
• require its full attention during the coming
·year.
Docs this sound like a narrow-minded. selfish point of view? It isn't-for responsibility,
like charity, begins ~t home. And before Xavier's students can have the impact on the
outside world that Hasl-like leaders feel t.hey
should, there is much homework to be done.

No lo Contendere, But.
Sa11cta 11/ater Ecclesi'.a, we arc told, is soon
going to shake off the hoary mantle of Latinit.y
which she has worn so .becomingly for the better part of two millenia. This is merely a small
part of what His Holiness of }?ond 1\fomory,
.John xxnr. st.yled aagionzamenfo, 01' lll'inging up to elate of the Church in tl1c modem
world.
We would like t<> say Kudos to this i·eform,
which in the minds of many of the faithful has
heen altogether too long in cmning. Festina
lente, is, of course, the byword <>f an orgnnizat.ion with roots so fa1· in ·the past as the Catholic Church, but in anno domini 1964., an archaic
language like Latin is a bete noire for most
average parishioners, whose contact with that
noble Roman tongue is either non-e:xistcnt or
of the dim past.

Nmv, Deo gratias, the lwi polloi and the coutwscenti alike will have a q11odda111r commune
tJinculum, and in unitate virtus. The sacerdotal
fraternity will doubtless be pleased at this
closer participation of. the laity, and indeed,
the <>nly ones displeased by the change will be
a few unregenerate linguists, and perhaps an
occasional 01·ganist, who now will he forced to
c·nrry the additional cmss .<>f citreful enunciation at 6:00 AM (ante meridiem).

Omnibus pm·ibus, everyone, volens nolens,
will soon have the opportunity to try out the
novus rerum ordo, and we, as' amicus curiae,
for from complaining 0 ternpora, 0 moret,
would fain 1·eward the reader to bear up JWO.

• •

tempore and remember that these reforms have
bem initiated pro bono publico; after all, tempora mutantur et nos mutamur in illis.
Accustomed as we are to bear things aeq110
arrim.o, we shnll recall Horace's rnge counsel,
cm·pe diem, and ever mindful of the adage in
vino veritas, shall repair to a friendly inn for
some spiritirn .frumenti, perhaps cum grano
snlis, and a bit of meditation on the theme
Caveat lector.

Pigskin Review?
This Sunday t.he Warren Commission, formed
nearly ten months ago to investigate the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, will
publish its findings in its long-awaited report.
Th~ News hopes, as do most Americans, t.hat
the Commission lives up to Chief Justice Earl
Warren's solemn pledge to make known all the
facts about the tragic murder, and that it.
accurately and completely reveals the whole
grisly story in .a manner free from political or
personal prejudice. :For ·it shquld hardly be
necessary to point out that the assassination
of a great and much-beloved leader ought not.
to be used as a political football.

But a football it has unfortunately been.
And the News is forced to wonder a little sadly
whether an investigation headed by a man 80
prejudiced that <>n that tragic Friday afternoon he immediately and with no evidence at.
hand blamed the "right-wing" for the mu Nier
can be eouwlete aod unbiased u it. could.
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Pase Three

History Of Xavier Journals Dates To 1888
Editors Of Yesteryea~ Hoped
To Depart From Mainstream
By BOB O'BRIEN
News Associate Editor

and views, we submit the first
copy of The Collegian to the
publ!c." And so it was. It is inThere has been much talk, as deed interesting to note that the
Gf late about the student news- very first publication of Xavier
paper here at Xavier. Some have students should have had an
taken time to compliment the editorial policy so close to that
edite.rs on a job we 11 d o n e for which today's Xavie1· News
whereas others have found, or is criticized,
elaimed to have found, much
The staff consisted of only
fault. Many have said that th:!
topics covered in its pages have seven members but they must
not been indiginous to the in- have been, as the editor described them, in the short poem
terest of Xavier men. Others
he inch..;ded in the first issue:
h a v e c r i e d "sensationalism."
"Seven who write for CollegiOthers have just plain cried,
an's pages!
It is evident &hat the News has
Seven,
they say, m ea n s
lltimulated some interest around
luck:and about the environs of our
Our staff of seven have three
eampus. In the manner of the ·
words of promise,
true conaervative Cinelnnatian, U
would seem fltti~ to look far
Youth, perseverance, pluck."
baek into the past and take a
The Collegian was published
look at what the "Sood old days" monthly and met with great suchad to oner to the students or cess both in attracting advertisXavier in the way of Joanaalistie ers and a reading public. As
endeavor.
testimony to the power of its
First words of the newly-born editorial comment, the second
are always interesting to men. It edition ran two full pages of ads
aeems as though the first avail· -the first two!
4lble copy of any sort of news•
It might be of general inter·
paper published by the students. est to quote from one of the ads
of Xavier was The Collegian,
in The Collegian run by St.
dated April 1887. The subscrip- Xavier College itself: "As the
tion rate was $1.00 per annum institution is not endowed, it is
and 10 cents a copy. Cpnsidering entirely dependent for its sup.the inflation in other fields, it is port on the fees paid for tuition.
encouraging to see the News has Tuition per session of ten months,
not been impeded in this way, for all classes, $60.00" - quite a
The editor of The Collegian was difference from tod°ay, is it not?
one J. P. Brennan, class of '89. But, I digress.
The first ecilitorial was of a pragThe next available student pubmatic nature, lauding "business- lication is the Xavier Athenaeum.
men who have so nobly assisted The message of the first editorial
us in the rather difficult task of of the publication was prophetic:
preparing-as we fondly hope-- "To our friends, the students of
. 4l literary treat for St. Xavier's St. Xavier College offer this, the
host of friends, and are deserving first number of what we hope
ef liberal patronage."
will be the omcial, and in a cerIn the same Jssue they set out tain sense, the immortal college
their editorial 'eredo', as it were organ , • . of our readers we ask
-"We have striven earnestly to patience and encouragement. We
prepare a paper which wlll in- will grow. With time will come
•truct and entertain our fellow the excellence we strive for
•tudents and all who chance to now." Courageous words, indeed,
witness our literary efforts. • • • are those. And it took much heart
As a diamond acquires a bril· and determination to keep the
ltant lustre if rubbbed against infant press going,
another, so if one would brighten
The Gld Aihenaeum was a
: his ideas, he must bring them eombination of a literary ma~a
· into contact with the Ideas of sine and newspaper. Its eontents
others more learned than him- lneluded poems, stories, and esself."
.says as well as a summary of
The Collegian Js, in fact, the school happeninp, alumni topies,
athletic events, and activities of
first publication of the students
the various societies,
of Xavier, It starts out by
The first issue of the magazine
saying that the editors do not
intend to follow the tradition In March, 1912, included a letter
of commendation sent to the
ef other journals just coming
into existence-that of apologiz- President of the College by
ing for its existence. It "freely Archbishop Henry Moeller conexpresses its right to live. It is gratulating the new publication
even so bold as to cherish a on its choice of name. The old
eonviction that It has come to Athenaeum was the first edu·
·. remain. If it has any apology cational institution of Cincinnati
· to offer, ft is for not having been founded In 1831 by the Rt. Rev.
born earlier In the century." Edward Fenwick, O.P., fi1·st
However, the editors seemed to bishop of Cincinnati. (It was this
have anticipated· some of the same Atheneaum that the Jesuit
problems of the journalist, for fathers took over in 1840, which
they stated: "However, we do not then became known as St. Xavier
believe in attempting impossi• College.)
bilities and therefore we do not
The scope of the magazine for
think it our duty to try to please news articles and features was
all tastes.•
considerably widened in 1918
There Is allro a refteetlon of one when the format of the Athen•
.r the polleles of tocla1'• Xavier aeum was changed to that of
News: "We do not promise that a newspaper, its name being re:we will follow answervln1ly the tained, This second stage in the
beaten path of eollel'e journal- development of the present
ism. In faet, we are humbb' of News came in the World War I
opinion that H may be to our own years. The edition celebrating
and to our readers' advantase to the end of the war states: "The
oeeasionally depart therefrom ••• war is won.. The German goose•
· we maintain tbat It la within oar step has given way to the Foch
· province to state ·and explain tl'ot, and everybody's happy."
principles apon which the !IOIU• The paper spent a great deal of
&Ion of many or. the ..reat prob· its editorial comment to keep
young men interested in college
lems of the hoar depends."
".With this bit of inaugural and induce them to stay in
explanatidn, with this open and school.
In the January 24, 1919 issue,
. h o n e s t manifestation of our
bo11es and prospects and objects the front page ran a new .Qchool

-Netvs (RJ•an} Pholo

HISTORIAN O'BRIEN
"'Crises dan't change •••"

song, "St. Xavier for Aye," the
chorus for which remains today
as the familiar fight song for all
Muskies.
The May 16, 1919 issue announced the move to the present
Avondale sile: ''The. new structure will be in the salient formed by the lnterseetlon of Bloody
Ran Boulevard and Harold Avenue at Dana Avenue, and will
face the boalev;ard."
There was also editorial com•
ment on the impending Prohibition: "As the date set for national prohibition approaches,
many and wild are the rumors
that are passed around ..•. Possibly at some future time, the
amendment will be recalled; it
Is conceivable that it may be
declared a war measure that is
no longer necessary but until
such abolition of the law occurs,
we must realize that the United
States Government will back up
the new law to the ·full extent
of its power." Little did they
imagine the events that were to
come in the 'Roaring Twenties.'
The last change in the history
of publications of Xavie~ came
in 1918 when the Athenaeum
b e ca m e a literary quarterly
magazine, and th e Xaverian
News was established and issued
weekly as a full-fledged news·
paper.
Accc.rding to a letter to the editors of the News, from Mr. Her·
bert A. Nieman, class of 1918,
the Xaverian News was estab·
lished by five or six interested
students. Mr. Nieman was a
junior at the time and suggested the paper to his professor,
Mr. Blakely, of the editorial staff
of the old Cincinnati Commercial
Tribune. It was approved and a
senior member of the class ot
1917 became its first editor. Mr.
Nieman followed as second editor, graduating in the World
War I class of 1918.
The first copies nf the Xaverian News available in the
University Library date from the
November I, 1920 issue. The edi·
torial in this edition cried out
the need for a dormitory on St.
Xavier's Campus: "The world is
moving onward. So is St. Xavier.
This bar to her future progre5s
must be removed. We need a
dormitory." The announcement
ot the building of a new dormitory was made in the April 15,
1921 edition. Apparently the
student newspaper had s o m e
effect on the machinations of the
university administration • w a y
back then'.
Again reiterating the valid
field of inquiry for the pages ot
a college newspaper, was an
editorial appearing in the No·
vember 1, 1920 issue: "College
papers are coming to our d~sk
in great numbers. They are supposed to reflect the thoughts
uppermost in the minds of the

students; they are supposed, too, on for a new president, that
to suggest thoughts, ideas, and Catholic missions in f o re i g n
ideals to their students. But it countries had been ruined by
seems strange, parlicularly in the the selfish policies of certain
case of Catholic college news· governments, and so on. Are
papers, that space is monopolized students not allowed to think of
almost entil'ely by sports, dances, such things?" The editorial, here
amusements, with a little sprink- repeated in its entirety, speaks
ling of information regarding the for itself and for the editorial
policy of the prcsen t Xavier
classes and usually unimportant News.
items about graduates. A man
It is interesting to note a letter
picking up a collection of college lo the editor of the Xavct·ian
papers issued in the year 1920 News which appeared in the Nowould never suspect that there vember 15, 1920 edition: •·r hm·e
were th l' e e million children attended every home game this
starving at that time in Central fall and am quite disgusted
Europe,. that heroic men and with the rooting shown so far.
women were sacrificing their all . . . The team's adverfoing St.
in order to free Ireland, that X, so why don't we follow up
Great Britain was in the throes of that advertising by ~howing the
the biggest strike recorded in spectators that St. X has college
the pages of history, that in the . spirit." Could it be that there
United States a campaign was are perennial problems?

Do111e For the Be11,ilde·red • •

•

Newsmen Sans So11ci Ride

Wind1nill To Oblivion
"Well, like Helmholtz s a id
Two hours before the deadline: the editor screams, under- sometime earlier, we could allings scamper, and the layout- ways pr i n t bulletins of club
man stares at the grinning toothy meetings. Pe r h a p s thirty-six
white on the paste-up sheets. point type would be big enough
Someone has, indeE:d, blundered. so nobody'd miss them; maybe if
Any s t u d e n t who stumbles we . , . yes, we can't forget that,
into the South Hall precincts of I expect every club meets sooner
Xavier's sister-publications-the or later. Then, too-just look at
News, Athenaeum, and the Mus- the staff block-a good twenty
keteer - more than likely has reporters. Why, that must take
seen this comic-opera predica- up at least three column-inches!"
ment. He may wonder if an ed·
Editor Gardiner mentioned he
itor, presently numbering the · was busy, and Executive Editor
hairs of his head as he gazes Ryan had gone to cover a mur•
longingly into the fistful just der, so we went to interview
now ripped from his scalp, plans Athenaeum Editor Genovese. He
to braid a noose for the reporter was just coming down the stairs
from those hairs.
as we edged between him and
the
door.
"What reporter?" q u i z zed
News-man Ryan over his shoul"Ah, sorry, men, . got a lot to
der.
do today."
"The one who didn't get his
"Editor Genovese, we're inter•
copy in on time," this in t e r- ested in how the Athenaeum
viewer answered.
succeeds in maintaining its quality
in light of the great quantity
"We from the News would like
to know if there is any truth in of work you print. Tell us, do
you have any problems right now
the allegation," we asked.
over what's going to have to go
"None whatsoever. We never into your next issue?"
have any problem w i t h copy,
Mr. Genovese stared beyond
Come to think of it, we never
have any ... problems, I mean." me into South Hall. "Well, I'll
When asked how the new Ex· tell you-don't have any at all."
"None at all?"
ecutive Editor had managed to
forestall la s t minute full-page
advertisements from A Friend &
Co., Ryan said, "a few years ago
we wo1·ked a reciprocal quid pro
quo with the Athenaeum. We
traded them all of - - - - ' s ten
page editorials for first choice
on thefr humor submissions un·
til 1967."
"Then we traded Schmaltz to
the ·Red Sox, and gave an unconditional release to ... but I'd
better check with Czillinger on
the details. I think we got Helm•
holtz and three gross erasers."
Mr. Ryan was then asked who
they were, and this interviewer
was again referred to Sports Editor Czillinger. Th e interview
then shifted to Editor-in-chief
Gardiner. "We are sure, Editorin-chief G a r d i n e r, that your
readership would like to know
what changes you plan to make
now that you are· the Editor."
Gardiner knitted his brows In
rapt interest at a crack in the
plaster. "Well, I think my first
change will be to drop a couple
of courses. Then, too, it would
be nice for the printer to rearange the staff :block; by the
way, who are you taking this
survey for? Student Council has
so many, I mean, and •••"
"Tell me, Mr. Gardiner, what
additional sources for copy and
coverage do you plan to imple•
ment, campus-wise, that is?"

"Not a one."
"No problems over what's go•
Ing in your Spring issue."
"No problems etcetera."
"However did you m a n a g e
that?"
"Easy down."

our printer burned

We were unable to ask Mr.
Genovese any further questions,
since he had an appointment Ja
South Hall, but fourid his com•
m e n t s enlightening, just the
same. Now you, the re a de r,
know a little more just how a
publication pub I is hes •.. a
strenuous job, hair-wringing ancl
heart-tearing, always so busy ia
their quest for excellence that
an interview is almost often too
much to ask of these selfle•
apostles of prose. Which Is as it
should be, every one.

Frat Scrolls Prof
Rev. Edward Bruggeman, S.1.
Professor of Theology, has beea
awarded the first annual Alpha
Sigma Nu Scroll.
The Scroll was instituted last
year by the ~onor society to
acknowledge the faculty member
who in the view of the society
has contributed most to the intellectual or cultural life of the
university during the year.
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Psychologists Explain How
Learning Skills Develop

THE SPOR1'ING LIFE

PHARMACY

By TERRY WALLACE, News Sports Editor

3618 'Montgomery Road

Read the foJlowing sentence once at your normal readfng speed: "Learning goes on as long a.s you live, simply
You could hardly call the Miby the process of adding new facts or skills to those you
ami game of last weekend a onealready have."
Without looking at the sentence again. answer this sided contest. Both teams did a
question: How many words in that sentence started with lot or scrambling, slipping, and
the letter "a"? You're no dunce if you don't know the fumbling, but interspersed among
all the disorder were the crisp
answer - it's perfectly normal.
Now re-read the sentence, looking for the number of tackles, strong blocks, and exwords starting with "a". How many-? Four. You've just citing running that give Xavier
learned one of the basic rules of learning: know what to fans optimism for the remaining
Jook for before you st.art.
ACCORDING to W. A. Sawyer,
president of Northwest School!!, is the writer trying to tell me?"
knowing what to look for when "What should I get from this?''
you are trying to learn anything "What questions will people a~k
1s one of the first steps toward me about this?" After you have
easy, quick comprehension. If read a section, look away from
you had known before you start- the material and try to recall
ed this article that you'd be the "meat" of what you have
asked to look for the number of rend. Summarize in your own
9.'ords beginning with "a" in a •words.
J>articular sentence, you wouldn't
Taking notes on key J>oint11 of
!Jave had to read that sentence a
difficult material often help!!: re•
aecond time.
inforce learning, but most edu"You see.~· Sawyer observei.,
cators agree that it's foolish to
.,it's not just intelligence that
take very detailed notes. St.rive
•nables one person to learn
for understanding. Once you get
things far more l'apidly than anthe meaning, a ~ere outline 19
e>ther. Understanding some short
sufficient for later review:
ruts to learning - then putting
6. PA CE YOURSELF. You
them to work for you - . may
wouldn't try to put 24 cans of
IJ'lean more learned. in less time
soup up on the kitchen shelf all .
and with less effort."
tn one armload; you'd put them
Next time you're trying to
up a couple at a time. Likewise,.
learn something, follow these ten
you shouldn't try to cram too
tips.
much into one study session.
1. KNOW WHY. Why are you
And allow for rest periods every
learning this? What's the payoff?
half hour or at.least every hour.
Will the knowledge help you to
It you have trouble concen~ualify for a promotion . . . im·
trating at. the start, it's bet1er
press the boss . . . enjoy a trip
that you arrange your rest period
to Europe . . . be a better con• after each hour, Mr. S a_ w ye r
'Versationalist and a bigger sucnotes. Otherwise you'll find too
t:e!'s at parties? The goal doesn't
mucn ot a half-hour period gone
matter, just so you have one.
. b e f o r e you get much accomNumerous experime~t.s indicate
plished. Remember that the re~
that highly motivated studentll
period should be spent in relaxlearn fastest and best.
ing, not studying something else.
2. GET THE 1VllOLE PIC·
7. FOLLOW BLACK WITB
TURE FIRST. Once you are con- WHITE. If a rest is to be fol•
•cious ot -why. you're learning ft,·
lowed by s o m e subject other
skim o\'er the entire article, rethan that just studied, it is often
port or lesson. Get an idea of helpful to rnake the second 11ub•
the main points covered. Thi• ject as different as possible from
1s a method most doctor!! use the e a r 1 i e r one. Psychologist•
in . keeping up-to-date on the
llll!!!llllllJ1till!lltltllll!•lllllUl1t!llUlllll!llflllllUHllttlllUUlll!tlllUl!lll1!11ll!tlllll1tlltllllll
Clozens of medical magazines,
The most accomplished linguist
journal~. and professional reports that cross their desk each In the history of the world wa.
week. When you've found out she /ormer chie/ librarian ol
what the main points are, look the Vatican Library, Cardinal
at the over-all picture to see Mezzofanti (1774-184.9). He could
how things tie together. Now translate 114 languages and 72
you're ready to determine what dialects and 17>oke 60 languagH
fZ11e11tZy.
to look !_or when you study.
3. KNOW WHAT TO l .. OOK l1!11!1•11i11UllU!ll1llllUl1ollllHUllllllllW!lllllUllllll!!llhllllllllllllltu11111u11111m1111111111111
FOR. You already know the imhave found that when two slm•
J>Ortance of this tip from the beilar subjects are !tudied con•
einning of the article. Jt will
secutively, the second may inter•
•a\•e you time and - believe it fere with retention of the first.
()r not-prevent you from learn8. REVIEW. In mental gym•
ing too much! Many people clutnasties,
as in physical sport••
ter up their memories with irrelevant details; they le a r n practice makes p er f e ct. The
things they don't have to know president of Northwest School•
advises his students that reten•
and probably will never use.
When a b o o k reviewer t1 tion is best when they Jeana
past the point of one perfect rep•
~ressed for time and only wants
to learn the plot of a particular etition. You'll find the 1 a rn •
aiovel, he'll often read only the holds true for you; the more
tl.rst sentence of each paragraph times you go over sornethingIn. the book. When a machinist and the longer you review it cor•
wants to know the specifications rectly over a number of daysfor an unfamiliar tool, he'll look the less likely you are to for•
Ill the in.dex ot his manual - not 1et it.
Contrary to popular belief, you
read it through from cover to
eover. It's like starting out on . actually forget the most in the
• vacation trip; you'll reach first hour of learning; after H . ·
:pour destination quicker and hours, the rate of forgetun1 19
easier if you know ahead of time relatively slow.
~ EXPECT nPS AND
-~ere. you're 1oing and how to
DOWNS. Don't be discouraged
set there.
4. LOOK AT mE PICTU&ll!8. II, after following all these tip11,
This is one bit oi advice you you suddenly seem to be gettinl
lleed never tell a youngstel" in · llowhere. Phychologists w o u 1d
srade school, yet many adult• 1ay that you've re a ch e d a
ekip over the illustrative ma- "plateau" in your learning procterials when they're~ ·reading. ess, and that is: \\~hat's slowinl
They are placed : there to add you down. Go to the movies ..•
meaning. Examine each graph · get so.me physical exercise ... t.ry
for what it tells .aboui the Issue ·a different approach to the subtiealt with in the· text. Study ject . . . or discuss the material
each picture and its legend or with i;omeone. ·Try "re-motivateaption and relate them to other ing" yourself by thinking back
ei;pects of what you're studyin1. to what your· 'goals were-wh)'
5. TEST YOUaSELF AS YOU you 11•ant M> learn what. 1ou're
GO ALONG. Ask )'OU!'Self, "Wbat study inc.

BRENNER'S

games.
M o s t of the partisan crowd
seemed of the opinion that had
XU been able to use Walt Mainer
for more than just a handful
of plays, there might have been
a different story on the scoreboard.

Although ·Joe Wyzkoski, John
DeFazio, and Denny Caponi were
keeping. the Redskins busy with
their running game, there was
little done by the M u s k i e s
through the air. This is one definite plaee where Walt Mainer
represents a threat to any XU
<>pposition. . So the _return of
Mainer to the starting lineup is
a definite point of optimism. The
work of Wyzkoski, DeFazio, and
Caponi is reason for optimism.
On the line there is further
optimism with the remarkable
play oI senior Mitch Dudek, jun-

Next to Shirt Laundry
ior Mike Bonnano, and remark•
able sophomore Jim Louder. ·
As far as the schedule is concerned, the Muskies will be forced to rise to respectable opposition a good part of t·he time this
year. Quantico is strong, Cincinnati and ·Detroit are expecting
their best season in years, D:iyton and Villanova are both on the
rebound from poor seasons last
· year and have practically all
lettermen filling their rosters.
Chattanooga has an unheralded
but tough squad that lost its
opener to a supposedly strong
Tennessee team by only a 10-6
margin, and the MAC teams
from Ohio U., Kent State, and
Bowling Green are always tough .
Still the money from this column is riding with the Musketeers. It seems that there is confidence in a team when there's
confidence in the coach and· this
seems to be the thing that keeps
spirit up at Xavier even when we
engage in an indecisive contest
like the Miami game.
The scene of action switches
to Kent this weekend. If you can't
find a way up there to attend
the game in person, tune in the
game on WPFB.

••DACRON"•
makes
the
campus
scene
with Higgins and the
combination is Big On
Any Campus. Tailored
in traditional Yale and
Trim Fit models of 65%
''Dacron"• polyester
.353 combed cotton
for wrinkteless neat
looks and carefree wear,
at Finer Stores everywhere.
•Du/ionl's r••isiered
~rademarll

_,,/')

....·"'
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XU Bows to Mian1i In Statistics War
While the Xavier-Miami con- respectively, while XU's Wyztest ended in a 7-7 tie, the visit- koski topped the Muskie runners
with 53 yards.
ing. Redskins dominated all asThe final tally reads like this:
pects of the game, except the
Final Team Football Statistics
number of fumbles made.
Miami's Kozar and Peddie led
all rushers with 98 and 57 yards

Read
fashion
Enquirer

Frank Weikel's men'11
eolumn daily in &he

.

•

lC11ier •iaod

Total First Downs . . . . . .
9
J7
Net Yds. Gained Rushing: 119 17&
Number Passes Attempted 10
11
Number Passes Completed
2
6
No. Passes Intercepted. •
1
o
Net Yds. Gained PaHlng. 19
71
Total Offense Yardage .. , 138 2t6
No. Opponents' l'asaes
Intercepted -........ , •
e
l
Net Yda. InterceptloH
Returned ... ·.' •....• ,
e JI
Number TiJllea l'unted. . •
II
3
Puntin& Averace, Yards. 1811 ll6
3

Total Yards Penalised. , ,
Number Times Fumbled. .
No. Own Fumbles Lost. .

3:i~
7

courses •••• ugh
register••• rush
stand ••• wait•••.
shuffle. ,. go •••
twitch ••• fidget
••• yawn ••• stop
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XU, REDSKINS . TIE ·7•7 IN OPENER
Fumbles Keep Scoring Down;
Late Muskie Drive Thwarted
Xavier and Miami piayed to a
"1-7 tie in a fumble-packed game
contested before 14,165 fans last
Saturday night at the Xavier
Stadium.
Senior quarterback Joe Wyzkoski skirted right end for a one.
yard touchdown in the second
period, for the Muskies only
IS co re.
Wyzkoski's touchdown
<:apped a 61-yard drive in which
the slippery senior picked up. 33
yards i·ushing and passed for 15
more.
Fumbles were more In order
than touchdowns, with the Mus~
•tes taldnc the butterfln«er
award seven tbnet1 to Miami'•
four. Miami had the anbappJ'
fortune of loslnc po1111e9slon all
four tlmN, whl.le the Muskies
recovered all bat hvo of their
tumbles.
Xavier territory was the scene
til most of the early action as
the Redskins twice drove into
Xavierland under the direction
ef MU's poised quarterback

•wn

As the fourth q11arter he«an,
Miami took an XU punt on Its
own 43. Rushes by Kozar and
halfback Don Peddie took the
Redskins to the XU 20 in just
four plays. At this point the·
Xavier defense rose to th.e occa&lon and stopped the Redskins
at the Xavier 15.
Heading the defensive charge
was sophomore linebacker Jim
Loudet• who ended the Redskin
rally by breaking through a
screen o{ blockers to drop Kellerman for a two-yard loss on a
fourth-down keeper play.
Charged up by the defensive
11tand, the Muskies drove from
their own 15 to the Miami 16
aided by a fumbled punt by Miami's Bruce Matte, which was
recovered by junior end J i m
Evans. At the MU 16, the Muskies
were set back by an offside penalty and Wyzkoski was dumped
for an eight-yard loss. On fourth

THE SPORTS NEWS
E r n i e Kellerman. On Miami's

down, Ray Dankel tried a field
third dl'ive into Xavier territory, goal from the 36. Dankel's kick
the left-handed Kellerman lost was straight, but fell just 'short
the handle on the football while of the crossbar and the Muskies'
rolling left and junior defensive drive was fruitless.
back Tom Quinlan came up fast
Miami had four minutes left
to recover the ball on the XU to ret a drive &'olng and got as
39. Sixteen plays Jater, Wyzkoski far as midfield before Xavier's
hit paydirt for the Muskies.
Mike Bonnano dropped KellerMidway through the third pe- man for a 12-yard loss on a third
riod, Miami drove from its 11 to and six play. The &"ame ended
· the XU.··27 when another fumble with Xavier In possession on Its
thwarted their drive. This time own 38.
it was big sophomore tackle Jim
Kozar of Miami led all rushers
Koch who ended up on top of the with 98 'yards in 19 carries. Xavball. The Muskies couldn't take ier, playing most of the game
advantage of the break, though, · without its great halfback Walt
as two plays later, a bad ex- Mainer, was led by Wyzkoski
change from center gave Miami with 51 yards in 13 tries and
the ball on XU's 25. Four plays John DeFazio with 45 yards in
later Miami's se~sational sopho- 15 tries.
more fullback Joe Kozar went in
The Muskies next take the field
from eight yards out to tie the against Kent State tomorrow at
acore.
12:30 E.S.T.

THE NEWS'

Mainer Moves· Towards Errant Lateral Against .Miami

LookAtKSU
Kent State brings back 21 leitermen for its new coach to throw
the Musketeers this weekend ...
Leo Stang, recruited from Massillon High School where he continued the tradition of greatly
coached sc1uads, will have a new
offense for the Musketee1·s to face
and it could mean quite a few
headaches.
The offense will use an unbalanced line with a wing-T setup in the backfield. Kent's key
men on offense arc a pair of
quick little halfbacks, Larry
Zuercher and Fred Gissendener.
Kent suffered a setback to its
success earlier in the year when
last year's leading rusher, senior
fullback Willie Asbury was felled
by a head injury which has kept
him hospitalized since that· time
and is i;tiU apparently undiagnosed.

at

Orin k the milk
with the delicious
difference· in
taste

French Bauer

STUDENTS

FURNITURE For Your Apartment
* Denaonstrato·rs
* Floor So111ples

40% to 50% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
SUN FURNITURE CO.

Players of the Week

DIAL 241-7500

601 E. Fl FTH ST.

NEW LOW STUDENT WEEKEND RATES
BRAND

SAVE

QUARTERBACK WYZKOSKI
Baek-of-the-Week: Joe Wyzkoski, senior from Nm·th Catholic (Pittsburgh). Joe took over as
Xaviet"s number one quarterback
1o Xavier as the only letterman last fall after seeing little action
1uard. The 8' 2", 190-lb. guard as a sophomore. Last ·Saturday
earned' this week',i;~lionor
Joe scot·ed the only Muskie
. " ( . , .. - .., by .turn- -night,
.
. .
ing otit a :i:Eirii~f~~~'~ ·t\YQ-way . topchdown, sh~~ing .off a Miamt
performance ag~rp;;~ ~iami. Bon-· .: :tackler and shdmg 111to -the. end
nano ·harra.sed: Miami's Keller- zone on a roll out to the right.
man all night lon:g: an~ ·was cred- J0e kept the Redskins honest all
ited with :Qy~ ~~.J,s,sj·~~' ~ckles night with his running from the
•nd three team· tackles; Mike was - ·quarterback spot and ended up
also responsible for to1·cin1 two leading the Muskies in rushinar
Miami lumble1o
with 53 yards in J3 "car1·ie1.
GUARD BONNANO
Lineman-of-the-Week: Mike
J!onnano, junior fr o m Central
Catholic °(Lima). Mike 1·eturned

TO

NEW

400/o

CARS

$
Rent a ear this weekend or anJ' weekend at speeiai
weekend rates. Take it home, fake it on dates. AutCJmatie transmission, radio, safety. belts, all at this lc1w
price for Monzas, Ramblers, Comets, and V\V's. Dodge
Darts, Chevelles, and Impalas r lso at money-savin.c
rates.
·
·

-

24. .Hr.
Day
.
.
~

CALL 241-6134
;

FOB RESERVATIONS

113 W. Blstll 8t.-l·Bhek Weet Ill Terraee-Hlltoa

P-r Mile
Lobby •I the -Parkade Garas•

.
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Pase Sis

Ecumenists Meet
Under Church

Dick Grupenhoff

Current and Choice
By DICK GRUPENHOFF
News Entertainment Writer
Out· main purpose and sole
quest here is entertainment . . .
good entertainment, whether it
is found in the performing arts or
in the literary arts. Man needs
to be entertained, he needs to be
drawn to a work of art which
delights, interests, and teaches
birn about himself. It has been
said that a good work in the tlcld
of performing arts is one which
allows a man to realize that he is
still capable of being respco:tcd,
both by himself and by others.
It has also been stated that criticism is a man's relating of his
soul's journeys through beauty.
We'll try to remember that.
We can proceed through a myriad of arguments and disagreements over whether lhe main
purpose of theater is lo instruct
or entertain; over whether Brubeck, Bernstein, or the Beatles
provide contemporary society
wilh the most acceptable entertainment; or whether Shaw, Salinger, or Santayana is THE man
to read. Ours is a position of
likes and dislikes, not one of
disputes or debates. Our position
is not professional. Crtitcisms of
these criticisms· are inevitable,
uew ideas expected, and suggestions .accepted,
It is practically impossible to
talk about films this week: without mentioning Richard Burton.
Indeed, we might even submit
that it is HIS week, for besides·
rf:he "Hamlet" performances in the
downtown theaters these past
two nights Mr. Burton is currently starring in two other films,
"The Night of the Iguana," and
"Becket."
"Iguana" is a film adaptation
of the play by Tennessee Williams. In it Burton is the unfrocked preacher, Rev. Shannon,
who has dejectedly sunk to being
a deftalcd guide for a company
which offers bus tours through
Mexico to church groups of
equally deflated women. The
Reverend has been unfrocked beca usc of his inability to control
bis appetites, especially those of

the flesh and the bottle, and the
situation comes to a climax at
Ava Gardner's Mexican hacienda
overlooking the ocean.
The most important, if not the
longest part of the film evolves
on the veranda of the inn as Burton, Gardner, and Deborah Kerr
wonder through fields of self-inflicted mental crucifixion, e a ch
with his own cross and executioner. Burton decides on the long
S\vim and Gardner escapes to her
beach boys, as Deborah wails for
her poet-grandfather to die so
she may be free.
But within this company of
despairing weaklings lies the seed
that shall eventually save themtheir· own sensitive individualities, their common need for courage, and their sincere attempt to
understand e a c h other's heart.
After futile attempts to hurry
t h e i r remorseful martyrdom
through acts of self-pity, ~hey
·come to realize the paradox contained in themselves: that although one man may be the
other's executioner, he is also the
other's savior. While no man is
God, they find he still provides
his fellow man the necessities for
living - understanding, freedom,
and love.
"Becket" is a Hollywood offering based (somewhat. inaccurately) on the life of Saint Thomas
a'Becket, statesman and Archbishop of Canterbury in the 12th
century. The screen play, adapted
from Anouilh's play of the same
name is a most beautifully written piece. The magnificent lines
seem to have been written especially for Burton, the possessor
of an equally magnificent voice.
As Becket, Burton traces the
early escapades of himself and
the king, through the years of his
statesmanship, until, as Archbishop, he must make the choice
between serving God or the king
of England. Heroically he makes
his choice, and equally heroically
he dies for it. Peter O'Toole
turns in a fine perfo1·mance as
King Henry II, and takes another
step towards becoming an established star of the film industry.

Linfoot Succeeds Mart in
In Top Post At Institute
Ralph L. Linfoot is the new
director of the Xavier University
Institute of Business Services.
He succeeds James F. Martin,
who has held the position since
the institute was established in
1958. Martin will continue as director of Xavier's program in
hospital administration.
The institute is an administrative unit within the College
of Business Adminish'ation, designed to make the educational
resout·ces of the university available lo industry, commerce and
government for analysis and development of their operations.

FERRANTE
&TEICHER

Through such service as on-andoff campus courses, conferences,
seminars, workshops, specialized
training courses, in-plant studies
and consultations, the institute
provides aid in the important
areas of management, marketing,
finance and personnel.
Linfoot comes to Xavier with
27 years experience in s a I e s,
management and training with
the Firestone Tire & Rubber Co,
in Akron, Ohio, and The CocaCola Bottling Co., Inc., in Chattanooga, Tennessee. For the past
year he has been a business consultant in the Cincinnati area.

The Saint Lawrence Deanery
Council of Catholic Youth, under
the auspices of the Archdiocese
of Cincinnati, will present a
series of three lectures this fall
on the Ecumenical Movement.
The series will be held at St.
Aloysius Gonzaga Ca tho l i c
Church, undercroft, 4366 Bridgetown Rd., starting at 8 p.m.
The first of the three talks
was given by Fr. John J. Kelley,
S.M., University of Dayton, on
September 20. ·He spoke on The
Catholic and Ecumenism and the
Second Vatican Council.
The second talk is scheduled
for October 18, and will be presented by Rev. Charles Loveless
of the United Brethren Church.
Rev. Loveless' subject will be
·Ecumenism in the Protestant
Church and its relationship to
the second Vatican Council.
The final lecture on the series
will be given by Rabbi David
I. Indich, Orthodox Jew, on
November 22. The Rabbi will
speak on Ecumenism in the Jewish Faith and its relationship
to the second Vatican Council.
AU of the lectures are open
to the public, and admission is
free,
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The most
walked about
Slacks on
Campus contain

''DACRON'••.
Hubbard Slacks
have a faculty
for fashio,ns of
65% '•Dacron"•
polyester and 35"
combed cotton.
Styled Jn Classic
plain front and
traditional Gay
Blade models for
wrlnkle·free good
looks and carefree

Hat
Manufactnring
Company

comfort, at Better
Stores eve..Ywhere.
•DuPollt' •

1t•d•m•1"

resistertd

*

118 East Sixth Street
CincinnaU, Ohio
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ITALIAN SANDWICHES

• SPAGHETTI

Call For

ZINO
For Italian Specialties

• RAVIOLI

WE DELIVER HOT FOOD- HOT and FAST
IN HEATED CARTS
4222 MONTCOMERY RD.

NORWOOD, OHIO

PHONE 631-6250

on

of course

111 ~

New England

PLAY THE MOST SPAllKLINll, MOST
EXHILHATINC RENDITION EVER OF
THE MUSIC HOM THI SOOIHQ.IE·
IEUASED FILM.
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P11b/islted

Xavier University's a w a rd
winning Pershing Rifles have
announced their officers for the
coming year. Cadet C a p ta i n
Thomas Haase, '65, the new commanding officer, will be assisted
by Cadets First Lieutenant John
Thesing, '65, executive officer
and S-3; Second Lieutenant
Frederick Tromans, '65, S-1; Sec•
ond Lieutenant Joseph Brueggemeyer, '65, S-4; Warrant Officel"
Bruce Carson, '66, S-2; and Ffrst
Sergeant Gary MacNamara, '65.
Mr. Carson will command the
exhibition platoon in action, and
Warrant Officer Michael Luis,
'66, will lead the exhibition
squad. Warrant Officers Robert
Deters, '66, and Peter Borchelt,
'66, will command the straight
platoon and the straight squad.

• LASAGNA
•.PIZZA

This album of the fabulous Lerner and
Loewe score finds Ferrante & Teicher
at the very peak of their performance!
If you're an F&T. fan, you have to add
this lo your collection. If you're not,
gel it. It will mak/J'.you understand why
Ferrante & Teicher· are on their way to
becoming a living legend.

THE LITTLE BLACK LIST

Pershing Rifles
Big Guns Named

Available In stereo or monaural ill record
stores cverwwhert.

,., . r
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Six Xavier Formn Speakers To Probe
War, Population, Conformity, Justice
Captive Jesuit
To Open Series

3616 Montcomer)' Road
EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

Featuring the Band of

FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4-HOUR SERVICE •

GEORGE KASPER
8:30-12:00

Fen1vick Club
426 EAST FIFTH STREET

Admission $1.00

DOCTOR STERN

FATHER CISZEK
Fifteen years in prison

is:

Queen CilJ
Catholic Mixers

BACHELOR SERVICE

Two doctors, a Vietnamese
newspaper correspondent and
three Catholic clergymen will
I! pc a k in Cincinnati in the
1964-65 X av i c r Universit.y
Forum Series, l\lr. and :Mrs.
Arthur ,V. Volek, co-chairmen,
have announced. ·
The series annually sponsors
speakers of national and inlerJJational stature to cl is cuss
world problems and Christ.inn
solutions to these problems.'
THE LINE-UP for the six lectures to be held in the Xavier
Armory-Auditol'ium at 8:15 p.m.

THE SHIRT\
LAUNDRY

Tile mind and the soul ..•

e

October 6-Rev. Walter J.
Ciszek, S.J., "Twenty-Four Years
in Russia."
October 26-Dr. Karl Ster!),
"Psychology of RPligious Conformity."
December 14--Rev. Andrew
M. Greeley, "Living with the
New Breed."
February 16- Dr. Thomas·
K. Burch, "The Population Explosion."
March 18 - Rev. Louis J.
Twomey, S.J., · "Racial Charity
or Racial Justice. '
April 12 - The Honorable
Tran Van Dinh "The War in Viet
Nam."
Father Ciszek is a member of
the faculty of Fordham UniverDOCTOR BURCH
sity associated with the John
People
ore getting more •••
XXIII Center for Eastern Christian Studies. He entered Russia
-- early in 1940 to work as a priest from the Social Science Research
among those deported to the Ural Council and Princeton.
lumber camps.
He is a member of the PopuArrested there and tent to "fatfori Assocfation of America,
Moscow's Lubianka prison, be American Sociological Associawas sentenced to bard labor in tion and American Catholic Sothe Siberian prison camps inside ciological Society, serving as
ibe Arctic Circle. Defore his re- associate editor of its reviews.
lease in 1955, he had been g-iven He has attended international
up for dead. Last October he re- population and sociological contul'Ded to the United States in ferences in Vienna, New York
exchange for a pair of Soviet and Italy.
agents. He is now completing a
Father Twomey is founding
book about his life in the Soviet
director
of the Institute of InUnion,
Dr. Stern is considered one of dustrial Relations at Loyola Unithe leading psychiatrists in the· versity of the South, New Orworld. He wai; born in Bavaria leans. He edits Social Order,
and received his schooling at the monthly journal of the national
Universities of Munich, Bavaria Jesuit Institute of Social Order,
and Frankfurt. He has served 9n and the social action publication,
the faculties of the Montreal "Christ's B 1 u e p r i r. t Ior the
Neurological Institute and Mc- South."
Gill University and has been
He is a member ·of the Louisichief of psychiatry at Ottawa ana Conference for Human WelGeneral Hospital.
fare, Association of American
Presently, he te&ches at the Law Schools, National Catholic
University at Ottawa and the Social Acticn Conference and
University of Montreal and 1s Catholic Economic Association.
psychiatrist - in - chief at Mon- During the past 15 summers he
treal's St. Mary's Hospital.
has toured the United States givFather Greeley is senior stud¥ ing lectures in the field of politidirector of the National Opinion cal, economic and social probResearch Center, University of lems.
Chicago. He has published numVan Dinh is chief Washington
erous articles concerning socio- eorrespondent for the S a i I" o n
logical studies he hus conducted, Post. Journalist, diplomat, solparticularly relating to the con- has a unique first-hand knowlduct of college students. He lec- dier, author and revolutionist, be
tures at the University of Chi- edge of the political turmoils tha&
cago and is consultant to Chi- have led to American eommit·
cago's Archdiocesan Conserva- ments in Southeast Asia.
tion Council, Cana Conference
A graduate of Quoc Hoc Coland Catholic Action Office, and
CALM (Chicago A1·ea Lay Move- lege and Hanoi University, he is
an accomplished linguist. Van
ment).
He is president-elect of the Dinh has served as chief of stall
American Catholic Sociological of the Laos, Viet Leberation
Society. He sometimes authors Armies in Vientiane and as a
The Yardstick, nationally syndi- cabinet officer in the Vietnamese
cated column . in the Catholic government.
Appointed Charge-' Affaires in
press.
Dr. Burch is directo1· of demo- 1963, he served .is acting Viet&rnphic studies at the Center of namese ambassador to the U. S.
Population Research, George Tickets for the Forum Series
town University. He holds de- are available by mail or teleMrees from Loyola College (Md.), phone. Write: F o r u m Series
Fordham University and Prince- Office, Xavier University, Dana
ton University. He .schooled un• and Victory Parkway, Cincinnati,
der six fellowships in a four- Ohio, 45207, or phone 731-2341.
7ear period, inc,udin& awards The complete aeries of six ucke&a
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FATHER TWOMEY
Justice or charit11?

by
NEWSMAN VAN DINH
The diplomacy of turmoil .••

-

is $5.00. Individual admissions at
the door are $1.50 each. Admission for students from any school,
75 cents.
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let CllMI In E:1111pe

PAYING JOBS

IN EUROPE

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Sept. 9-Students are urged to
apply early for summer jobs in
Europe. Thousands of jobs (office, resort, factory, fa1·11\, etc.)
are available, Wages range to
$400 monthly and the American
Student Information Service
awards travel grunts to registered students. Those interested
should send $2 to Dept. T, ASIS,
22 Ave, de la Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and request the ASIS
36-page booklet listing and de1cribing every available job, and a
travel 1rant and job applicatioa.

a new high in trim styling--only $598
FARAH MANUFACTURIN8 COMPANY, INC. EL PAaO, TEXAa

·•
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Pare E11•1

'Send Money!'

Dave Cook

Frosh Find
Free Pl1one
"Hi. dear! I'm here."
That was the gist of n1essages
taken Jast week fm· scores of outof-town freshmen and olher students and relayed to girl friends,
parents. and othe1·s by Xavier's
ROTC Radio Club.
Using the club's own radio
equipment and a broadcasting
trailer borrowed from Coston's,
a denier in amateur radio equipment, Radio Club operators
broacicasted the messa!,\e to hams
who could complete delivery by
local telephone. Some messages
went as far as France and Ge1·many.
Response to the message service, located during orienla lion
week in front of the Armory, was
apparently so good it surprised
Captain Richard B. Jonscn, the
club's moderator, who remarked
to Newsmen that "We guL more
messages than we know whaL lo
do with."
He added that they also got
more applications for membership than there were old members.

Mass Later This Year
The Student Dialogue lVfass
held each class clay lasL year at
12:30. has been discontinued this

year. Mass will, however; be said
each day, Monday through Friday
in Bcllarmine Chapel at !i:l!i p.m.
Father Oppenheim, chairman
o( the Religiotis WelCarc Commilicc reported this past week
that the new time was adopted in
favor of the mid-clay service so
that it would be convenient for
more students and faculty members alike.

Point of Information

-Netvs

Status of student facility seen from Brockman Hall side • , •

Father Niepo1·te llopes For Fast
Finish For Center·· Despite Stt·ike
"We still expect the new university center to be completed by
September, 1965," Rev. Victor B.
Nicporle, S.J., University vicep1:csident, told Newsmen this
week.
A three-week strike this summer, he admitted, did put construction work a Jillie behind
schedule, but he added that he
expects the delay to be made up.
He sa:ct that he had recently
spoken with the construction

workers, who promised "you'll
see a lot of progress in the next
few weeks."
Ground for the university center was broken by 24 members
of Student Council last December. The center will house· the
new cafeteria, snack bar, theater,
offices for the University president and vice-president, the Dean
of Men, Student Council, several
student organizations, recreation
facilities, and the booksto1·e.

!{nights To Dance On Water
The ·Xavier Council No. 4509,
Knights of Columbus, will sponsor a boatride - "An Autumn
Cruise" - on Saturday, September 26, from 8 p.m. until 12 midnight.
The cruise, which will take

place on. the new Jubilee 1, is
unique in the fact that it will be
of the autumnal "mixer" variety.
The boat, Jubilee I, is new on
the Ohio this season, It has a
richly furnished, elosed-in first
deck and an open top deck for
those who wish to dance "under
the stars."
The mixer, stag or drng, has its
admissio~ price set at $2.00 per
person. For those who are going
stag, over 75 mounties will be on
hand. Music will be provided
by a four-piece combo. Tickets
will be on sale at Knights' Manor,
the foyer of Alter Hall, or from
any K. of C. member.

'.ltla11resa' Feat11res 15

'Nearness and Nowness' Reflected To
161 Freshmen· At ·sodality Program
EDITOR BRUNING
Goes South for tlie winter •• ,

to a specific function in' the
Corps.
Bruning formerly resided with
his mother, Mrs. Florence Bruning at their home, 1459 Montegor
Drive, Mt. Washington.

AMAZING OFFER!
Yes, it might seem amazing that we would offer a
year's subscription to the News by mail for only $2,
especially when you can obtain it on campus each week
for free. But, if you are unable to avail yourself of that
unique opportunity, a mail subscription will provide you
with a ready solution to your problem.
. By detaching the coupon printed below and mailing
1t with payment c/o Circulation Depa1·tment, The Xavier
University News, Cincinnati 7, Ohio, you may unleasb
yourself from the anxious uncertainty that comes witb
not knowing what
are ,,.,
up to__________
each week.,
,,
, the Musketeers
, ,

..........

/'lwt11

Union Anaton1y Takes Shape

Bruning Joins Peace Corps
John A. Bruning, 22, rormcr
Xavier student and editor o[ the
1963 Musketeer year book, has
recently completed his training
at the Peace Corps camp in
Puerto Rico. Bruning is scheduled
to depart for service in a rural
community act i o n project in
Ecuador in early Octol.icr, along
with several Peace Corps volun tecrs.
Before going lo Puerto Rico,
the volunteers trained for 11
weeks at the University of Mis-1
souri, Columbia, Mo., where they
studied the Spanish language to
obtain fluency. They were inslructecl in community dcveloprncn l techniques and the history
and culture in Ecuador.
Besides his position as former
editor of the Musketeer, Bl'ltning
was associated with the Cincinnati Chronicle, local AF'L-ClO
newspaper.
He has not yet been assigned

(Wo/l~r)

By DAVE COOK
Incidentally, just to set the
News 1\lanasing Editor
record straight, this column has
This column is intended to it on very good authority that ·.
supplement, not to take the place the editors of the News bear no
of, occasional news stories and ill will toward Student Councilbanner headlines concerning the not even last year's Student
machinations of the campus poli• Council, nor to its president,
ticians who meet (some of them)
Rudy Hasl. After all, Council
twice weekly in the legislative provided the News last year
chambers i~ North Hall, under with more copy than any other
the name of Student Council. It single student activity except for
will also occasionally take the sports. It would have been conliberty o.f commenting u p on siderably more difficult than it
these machinations - .favorably was to put out an almost-weekly
when possible, unfavorably if newspaper last year without the
necessary.
7 banner headlines, the 20 front
North Hall, incidentally, while page stories, and the 540 total
not located on the direct route inches of copy that Council's
from Alter Hall to the cafeteria activities inspired or provided.
01· to the so-called snack bar, is
This column is also given to
·sf ill not difficult to find, and it understand the Council's newlyseems worthwhile to suggest created Public Relations Departthat those students who have ment, the Council-owned, stunever before dqne so might find dent-operated campus radio stait both inte1·esling and enlighten- tion, WCXU, and the News plan
ing ·.to a t t e n d an occasional to cooperate in giving Council
·· Council meeting. (In fact, i.f last extensive publicity this yea1·.
yea1· is any indication, the v_isi- This should help.
tor may often find things amus•
And finally, it seems that it
ing as well.)
would be appropriate to introBut attendance at Co u n c i l
duce our Student Council to the
meetings by non-members is to
freshman class. This ye a r's
recommended, p a rt l y because
Counci_lmen, then, are as follows:
comment and participation in
Student C o u n c i 1 President,
the meeting by those in the
gallery is sometimes in order, Bill Masterson, '65; Senior Class
but primarily because it is only Representatives, Bill Tepe, Pete
with the help of an informed Rebold, and Tony T h o m as ;
and interested student body that Junio1· Class Representatives, Bill
'council can make any real head- Keck, Ed Franz, Pete Collins,
- way against problems which it and Jim Ke n k el ; Sophomore
must face. This is true both be- Cl a s s Representatives, Joe
cause assistance is needed for Trauth, Phil Schmidt, Tom Grathe successful completion of most velle, and George Hildebrand;
of Student Council's p r o j e c t' s, Academic Chairman, Greg Bozand because it is inevitable that car, '65; Social Chairman, Pete
Council must at times be forced Galicky, '65; Athletic Chairman,
by an interested group of stu- Gerry Pater, '65; Parliamendents to consider necessary ac- tarian, Tom Brinson, '65; Stutions. It was the apparent total dent Review Board Chief Juslack of interest she>wn by a very tice, Craig Kinzelman, '65; Publarge part of the student body, licity Chairman, Dave Cook, '65;
even more that the active oppo- and Sodality Prefect, Joe Nessition of a really much smaller selhuf, '65.
number of students, which made
The freshman class will elect
things so difficult for last year's four representatives in about
Council,
three weeks.
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Confused, uncertain, but hopeful throngs of freshmen wandered once again onto their college
campuses this week. For most of
them there began the mad succession of orientation sessions,
lengthy registration, bookstore
ordeals, and cafeteria lines.
. But for 161 freshmen of Xavier University this was delayed
for three days. They became the
second class to make Manresa.
Initiated a year ago by Rev.
Frank F. Holland, S.J,, then professor of theolo1:y and moderator
of the XU Sodallty, the training
program was continued this year
through the efforts and work of
Rev. Thomas Foley, s ..r., assist~nt
professor of theology and moderator of the XU Sodallty,
Based upon the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius, the Manresa
program was designed to expose
the incoming freshmen to t h e
principles of Catholic action. Revolving around the techniques of
group dynamics, the p r o g r a m
.maintained a steady pace of lectures, discussions, recreation, and
songs.
Begun Saturday night, September 12, at 8:30 p.m., the freshmen
were welcomed by the Rev. Paul
L. O'Connor, S.J., to Xavier University and Manresa. For the next
three days the participants were
challenged by 15 speakers on
such topics as college life, commitment to Christ, materialism,

self-discipline, t 11 e intellectual
life, and womanhood.
Speakers included Nick Seta,
Terry Toepker, Rev. Jeremil\h J.
O'Callaghan, S.J., Sister Joseph
Marie, C.SS.P., Jack Twyman,
Lt. Col. Vincent Fazio, William
L. Blum, Don Ruberg, Rev. W.
Henry Kenney, S.J., Charles H .
Keating Jr., Rev. Frank F. Holland, S.J., Dr. John Willke, Rev.
Vincent Horrigan, S.J., Joe Nesselhuf, and Rev. Edward Brueggeman, S.J.
The program was completed in
the Blue Room of the Student '

Union building with a banquet
during which the Manresans were
invited to expi.:ess freely their
views on the program.
"The pro1:ram oriented me to
the nearness and the nowness of
the Job at hand,'' one reftected.
"H gave me the roots that I need
to start my education." ·
Another summed it up thus~
"All I heard during Manresa in
answer tQ my questions was
'Mamesa will provide.' And Man•
resa did provide-a realization of
who I was, where I was going,
and that it must be with Christ.''

Junior Hoodlum Sentenced To 60 Days
After Post-Game Mugging Of Three
An 18-year-old Avon d a 1 e
youth, accused ot beating three
students following the Xavier•
Miami University football game
Saturday, was sentenced to 60
days in the Workhouse Monday
by Judge Clarence Denning in
Cincinnati Police Court.
."Yoa &ell 7our friends that the
olt1 la not 1olns to 11ut u11 wHb
the wolfpaek sanra beatlnl' lnnoeent people, lad1e Dennlnl' eommentetl on pauln1 sentence.
The mugger, who registered as
Donald Johnson, 373 Chalfonte
Pl., was apprehended by District
Four police minutes after the incident on a description furnished
by the vic:tima.

The students, Charles Duffy,
18, 792 North Crescent Avenue,
a Xavier freshman, Thomas J.
Gamble, 19, and his brother,
Michael, 18, both students at
Miami, told detectives they were
walking near Seasongood Park
at Dana and Reading Road at
12:45 a.m. Sunday when they
were accosted by a band of eight · •
Negro youths~ Ttiey sald the octet
beat them with sticks and 1ar• · · ·
bage can lids.
·
Johnson was· arrested on the
assault and battery charge by
Pab·olmen Roy 'i.indemant as he
walked in the 3600 block ol ·
Reading Road. He was aubse•
quent17 identUled b7 the vic:Uma.

